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Abstract 
A high-gain, 43-Gb/s InP HBT Transimpedance-Limiting-
Amplifier (TIALA) with 100-µApp sensitivity and 4.5-mApp

input overload current is presented. The circuit also
operates as a limiting amplifier with 40-dB differential
gain, better than -15-dB input return loss, and a record-
breaking sensitivity of 8 mVpp at 43 Gb/s. It features a
differential TIA stage with inductive noise suppression in
the feedback network and consumes less than 450 mW
from a single 3.3-V supply. The TIALA has 6-kΩ (76 dBΩ)
differential transimpedance gain, 35-GHz bandwidth, and
comprises the transimpedance and limiting gain functions,
an auto-zero DC feedback circuit, signal level monitor and
slicing level adjust functions. Other important features
include 45-dB isolation and 800-mVpp differential output. 

  
INTRODUCTION 

It has been demonstratedrecently that it is possible to
integrate the transimpedanceand limiting amplifier
(TIALA) functions on a single die [1]-[4]. In 40-Gb/s
implementationssuch an amplifier has to cover a wide
dynamic rangefrom 100 µApp to 4 mApp [4]. In order to
drive SERializer-DESerializer (SERDES) chips with
sensitivity in the 50-mVpp range,and to accountfor PCB
and connectorlosses,a minimum outputswing of at least
100 mVpp per side must also be achieved,resulting in a
minimum single-endedgain of 1 kΩ per side or 2 kΩ
differential.ThispaperdescribesanInP HBT TIALA with
functionality, sensitivity, gain, power dissipation and

integration levels so far unparalleledin 40-Gb/sdesigns
[4]-[6]. Sinceits input impedanceis closeto 50 Ω up to 50
GHz, it alsodoublesupasa low-noiselimiting amplifieror
voltagepreamp.Suchperformancewasmadepossibleby a
noiseandbandwidthoptimizeddifferentialTIA stagewith
resistiveaswell as inductive feedback,and by the choice
of auto-zeroDC feedbacktopology and on-chip isolation
techniques. 

CIRCUIT  DESIGN   ISSUES 

The block diagram,shown in Fig.1, featuresa TIA stage
with transimpedancegain Tz, a multi-stage limiting
amplifier with voltage gain A1, an auto-zero feedback
amplifier with voltagegainAo anddominantpole f0, andan
output buffer with  adjustable  swing and a gain of 2. 

The schematic of the TIA stage is shown in Fig.2.
Althoughtheconventionaluseof this circuit is to drive the
DINP input with thephoto-diodeandtheAC-groundat the
DINN input, it shouldbe notedthat it is also possibleto
employ it in a BPSK application where the inputs are
driven by two out-of-phasephoto-diodes. In the former
case,a slicing level adjustmentsignal can be appliedon
the AC-grounded input pad. 

Low-noiseperformanceis the prime considerationin the
TIA stage design. First, resistors rather than current
sourcesareemployedto biasthetransistorsin thefeedback
network.Secondly,thesizeandbiascurrentdensityof the
input transistorsin theTIA stageareoptimizedin aneffort

Figure 1. Block diagram of the TIALA with  single photo-diode input. The unused TIA input is AC-coupled to
ground in order to reduce noise. Emitter-follower stages are identified by a downward pointing arrow.
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to reducethe input noise while ensuringthat a small-
signal bandwidthof at least 36 GHz is maintainedover
processand temperaturecorners.Thirdly, by placing the
inductor Lf in the feedbacknetwork, the input-referred
noisecontributionof thefeedbackresistorRf is reducedby
a factor of 1

� �
L f

�
R f

2 and the input match and
small-signalbandwidthareimprovedby tuningout partof
thePIN photo-diodeandinput capacitance.Thebandwidth
requirementalso imposesan upperboundof about300 Ω
for the valueof the feedbackresistor.The simulatedinput
equivalentnoise,including the impactof thephoto-diode's
60 fF capacitanceand15 Ω seriesresistance,andthe 350
pH bond wire, is less than 27 pA

�
Hz up to 40 GHz.

The limiting amplifier block that follows the TIA stage
consistsof a Cherry-Hooperstagefollowed by a chainof
emitter-followerand inverterstages.Invertersalso act as
drivers for two differential transmissionline sectionsthat
areemployedto ensuregoodisolationbetweenthe analog
and digital portions of the die. The characteristic
impedanceof the transmissionlines is 70 Ω per side,
which representsa compromisebetweenpowerdissipation
and bandwidth. A signal level peak detector, which
operatesin linearmodefor mostof the input currentrange,
is implementedin thesecondtransmissionline driver. The
tail current in eachinverter stageis set to the minimum
possiblevaluethat still allows for the maximumdatarate
of 45 Gb/s to be achieved for all process,bias and
temperature corners.

Figure 2. Differential TIA stage schematic.

The auto-zero DC feedback effectively cancels any
systematicor input current-inducedDC offset for theentire
range of input photodetectorcurrents. It must only be
activebelowthelow-frequencycutoff of aSONETsystem,
which is typically 70 kHz. The high gain and noise
contribution of the auto-zerofeedbackamplifier pose a
serious design challenge. The feedback amplifier is
implementedwith two cascadedinvertersandtwo emitter-
follower stages.The latter ensurethat the appropriateDC
level is providedto the differential TIA stage.The gainof
the DC feedback amplifier was derived from the
requirementthat, at the maximuminput current level (2.5

mA averagein this case),thedifferentialDC outputoffset
should be lower than +/-80 mV (10% of the differential
output swing) in order to avoid significant duty cycle
distortion. To increaseits effectiveness,the output of the
auto-zerofeedbackis injected differentially to the TIA
stageat thenodesFDBPandFDBN. Its noisecontribution
to theinput of theTIA is reducedby RC-filtering.Over50
pF of on-chipand330-nFexternalcapacitorsareneededto
ensure stability, 1/f noise suppressionand the low-
frequency bandwidth of 70 kHz. 

FABRICATION

Thecircuit wasfabricatedin HRL Laboratories'InP SHBT
processhaving an fT and fmax of 160 GHz. The substrate
thicknessis 100µm. Theprocessfeaturestwo metallayers,
50 Ω/sq thin film resistors and MIM capacitors.The
microphotographof the 1.0x1.8 mm2 differential TIALA
die is shownin Fig.3. The circuit draws140 mA from a
single3.3 V supplyandhas200HBTs, two inductors,and
40 MIM capacitorswhich are employed for bias de-
couplingand low-passfiltering. All transmissionlines are
implemented as grounded CPWs. 

Figure 3. Layout of the TIALA with HF wafer probes.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The input current range and output offset were first
verified by sweepingthe input with a DC currentup to 3
mA, correspondingto a maximumaccurrentof 6 mApp. As
illustratedin Fig.4, the measureddifferential outputoffset
remains less than 40 mV. 

Fig.5 presentsthe on-wafer measuredgain, input and
outputreflectioncoefficients,aswell astheisolationof the
differentialTIALA. S11, S22 andS12 arelower than-15, -10
dB, and -45 dB, respectively,up to 50 GHz. The small-
signal (-65 dBm) and large-signal(-25 dBm) S21 arealso
plottedin orderto illustratethe limiting actionon the3-dB
bandwidth. The small-signal 3-dB bandwidth of the
TIALA is larger than 35 GHz while the small-signal
power gain exceeds34 dB per side. The corresponding
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small-signal transimpedance gain is 70 dBΩ per side or 76
dBΩ  differential. The differential Z21 vs. frequency
characteristics of the TIA stage were measured on a
separate test structure and are also shown in Fig.5. Its
bandwidth is 38 GHz and it features intentional gain
peaking to compensate for the input capacitance of the
limiting amplifier and for the frequency-dependent loss in
the two transmission line sections.

Figure 4. Measured DC output offset as a function of
DC input current.

Figure 5. On-wafer input/output return loss, isolation,
small-signal (with -65-dBm input signal) and large-

signal (-25-dBm input signal) differential TIALA power
gain. The differential Z21 measured for a test structure

consisting of the TIA stage alone is also shown.

The Anritsu MP1801A 43.5-Gb/s MUX and BERT and the
Agilent 86100A DCA with 85484A 50-GHz sampling
heads were used for on-wafer eye diagram and electrical
sensitivity measurements, shown in Fig.6. The sensitivity

is 90 µApp and 110 µApp at 40 Gb/s and 43 Gb/s,
respectively, when using 231-1 pattern and accounting for
the 65-Ω input impedance. The corresponding signal level
monitor output is shown in Fig.7. The jitter resolution of
the setup, including the effects of the probes and two 6"
cables, is limited to 1 psrms. Figs. 8 and 9 show the error-
free differential output eye diagrams at 43 Gb/s with 231-1
pattern for input currents of 4.5 mApp and 250 µApp,
respectively. In both cases the output is limited to 360mVpp

per side. 

The circuit was next mounted as a limiting amplifier in a
customer module and its electrical sensitivity was found to
be better than 8 mVpp, as illustrated in Fig. 10. The
measured jitter of the input and output eye diagrams is 994
fsrms and 1.11 psrms, respectively, with 0.5 psrms due to the
TIALA. This sensitivity value represents a factor of two
improvement over the best sensitivity reported for 40-Gb/s
limiting amplifiers or SERDES. It recommends the TIA
stage as the lowest noise circuit topology for high data rate
voltage pre-amplifiers. 

Figure 6. Measured  sensitivity  with a 231-1 PRBS.  

CONCLUSIONS

A high-gain, high-dynamic range 43 Gb/s transimpedance-
limiting amplifier has been fabricated in InP/InGaAs HBT
technology. The TIALA exhibits 6-kΩ gain, 100-µApp

sensitivity, 4.6-mApp input overload current and high levels
of functional integration while consuming less than 450
mW from a 3.3-V supply. When measured as a 43-Gb/s
limiting amplifier with a 223-1 PRBS, the sensitivity was 8
mVpp, a factor of two improvement over the best data
reported to date. 
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Figure 7. Measured  signal level monitor output as a
function of the 231-1 PRBS signal level.

Figure 8. On-wafer measured 43-Gb/s, 231-1 differential
output eye-diagram with 4.5-mApp  input. 

Figure 9.  On-wafer measured 43-Gb/s, 231-1 differential
output eye-diagram with  250-µApp  input. 

Figure 8. Measured 43-Gb/s, 223-1 input (8  mVpp)  and output (320 mVpp) single-ended eye-diagram of the TIALA
mounted in a customer module as a limiting amplifier.
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